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Thus far the doctrine of ministerial responsibility has been dis- Ministerial
cussed without reference to what has happened twice in the present Responsi-
century to meet the exigencies of the two World Wars. The institu- ^^ar.
tion late in 1916 and again at the outbreak of war in 1939 of a War
Cabinet has raised some interesting questions. What has been said
about collective responsibility has assumed the existence of a body
of Ministers all sharing equally, whether their number be twelve or
twenty-four, responsibility for the direction of public affairs and act-
ing together under the stimulus of an effective Opposition in Parlia-
ment. What happens then to the doctrine when the Cabinet consists
of some five to nine senior Ministers, while other Ministers (includ-
ing in the First World War all the Ministers with departmental
responsibilities, except the Chancellor of the Exchequer) have no seat
in the Cabinet, though they are invited to attend when matters affect-
ing their departments are considered ? On both occasions the normal
number of departmental Ministers was considerably increased by
the necessity for setting up new departments arising out of the
demands of war.
On one view it can be maintained that only the members of a War
Cabinet are collectively responsible, together with such other
Ministers as may have been called into consultation for a particular
decision. Against this it may be said that the Ministers who are not
members of the War Cabinet have delegated for the time being the
power to take decisions to their colleagues in the War Cabinet and
thereby pledged themselves to stand or fall by what the Cabinet de-
cides, although they may have had no right or opportunity of voicing
their point of view beforehand.
The question is perhaps of academic interest only. In war a
Government must take rapid decisions. A team of as many as forty
Ministers, some of them stationed abroad, others chosen not on
account of political experience, but by reason of business capacity
for a war job entrusted to a highly specialised department, could not
conceivably function as a supreme executive sitting together on every
occasion. Unity is secured by the urgency of the danger; political
differences may be suppressed for the time being. The' absence of
regular opposition in Parliament reduces to a minimum the chances
of effective challenge. In these circumstances it is unlikely that a
clear definition of the position of Ministers outside the War Cabinet
can emerge. The question would only become one of practical im-
portance if and when a similar type of Cabinet held office in times
when the parties were divided on traditional lines.
Despite the return to larger Cabinets in 1945 there remains the Ministers
category of senior Ministers, most of them with full departmental *°t: in the
responsibilities, who are not in the Cabinet; in 1955 they numbered       me *
sixteen against the eighteen in the Cabinet and under modern

